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(+1)9162810291 - http://theboilingcrab.com

A complete menu of The Boiling Crab from Sacramento covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about The Boiling Crab:
Oh yes, that's the point! Best seafood in the city stalls down. they have the best seasoning mix for their seafood
and it tastes amazing! the whole shabang is a must try with mild heat level. kartoffel and mais and sausage are
just so good. I've ever had. 10/10 would come back. come a little early, as waiting lines are always long. read

more. What User doesn't like about The Boiling Crab:
The price is not even worth it, like why’s 1 cluster crab legs $41 dollars. The staff we called over the phone

probably did not put our order in, when we arrived to pick it up, they just blankly told us they didn’t have it and put
it in again, no apologies, nothing and after 45 additional minutes, waste of time and money. If you know any
better seafood boil restaurant, please let me know cos this is trash. Small port... read more. The The Boiling

Crab in Sacramento dishes out various flavorful seafood meals.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
FRIED SHRIMP

Hauptgericht� au� de� Wo�
LEMON PEPPER

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

CRAB

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

FRIES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LOBSTER

OYSTERS

Ingredient� Use�
SAUSAGE

SEAFOOD

GARLIC

BUTTER

CORN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 12:00-21:00
Tuesday 12:00-21:00
Wednesday 12:00-21:00
Thursday 12:00-21:00
Friday 12:00-22:00
Saturday 12:00-22:00
Sunday 12:00-22:00
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